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rescue-tec attack unit bag Alzey

Order number: LT-01216

Attack squad bag for extensive equipment developed together
with the Alzey fire brigade.

The Alzey carry bag contains all the relevant resources for an
indoor attack. This eliminates the need to assemble the
individual devices from the vehicle and the team has
everything they need right at hand.

The bag consists of three large compartments. The main
components are the main compartment for a ring hose
package (C42 up to 30 m in length) and the pocket for a
mobile smoke blocker RSS F 70 (door widths 70-115 cm) or
RSS F 80 (door widths 80-140 cm). Between these two
compartments is the compartment for the fire ax (DIN 14900
FA) or a splitting hammer. Due to the length of the handle, the
ax is only stowed away in the bag at the point of use.

Two attached holsters offer space for accessories such as
hose clamps, hose holders, mini coupling keys or door
wedges. Alternatively, a repeater radio can be taken in the
smaller holster, which then - without being contaminated -
remains with the bag in front of the apartment entrance door
and supports the radio connection in larger buildings.
In addition, a two-row Molle loop strap is sewn on the front.
This offers the possibility to attach further components such
as holsters. In this way, the bag can be individually adapted to
the respective deployment tactics and is ready for future
equipment expansions.

In contrast to the conventional hose carrying basket made of
aluminum with an additional smoke trap, the carrying bag can
be easily transported using a shoulder strap (not included), so
that your hands remain free, for example to be able to
operate a thermal imaging camera or the radio. Alternatively,
the bag can also be carried by the handle. All compartments
that can be opened are colour-coded. In addition, the bag has
side loops for pulling out of the storage compartment in the
vehicle.

Due to its compact dimensions, the bag can be stowed in a
standard holder for B-hose carrying baskets in the equipment
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room.
(without content)

material: Cordura 1100 dtex
dimensions: 88 x 56 x 17 cm
weight: 3.3 kg


